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•• CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The fax machine markets all over the world have been 
multiplying since the introduction of G3 machines. At the end 
of 1989, the world population of fax machines had exceeded 10 
million units, representing a growth of more than 70% over end 
1988, and a business exceeding 100 billion Hong Kong dollars 
in value. In the absence of major economic recession, 
sustained growth is expected to continue in the next 3 to 5 
years, although in a diminishing rate. 
The market in Hong Kong is now at a crossroad. Facing an 
uncertain demand in the June 4 aftermath, a shift towards the 
lower end products, increased competition and the prospect of 
rapid obsolescence, a fax machine marketer needs to pulse the 
market changes accurately and adapt to it. This report 
reviews the fax market situation in and provides relevant 
information for a fax marketer in Hong Kong to formulate a 
strategy and to corripe匕e more successfully. 
2 
Research Objectives 丨 , 
In order to achieve the goal, the study pursues the 
following objectives specifically : 
1 To review the relevant literature and draw in the 
relevant marketing concepts. 
2 To analyse the current facsimile market situation in 
Hong Kong 
3 To investigate the marketing activities of existing 
fax vendors in Hong Kong and analyse their strengths 
and weaknesses. 
4 To study the usage, attitude, perception and 
advertising channels of the fax machine markets in 
Hong Kong 
5 To project the future markets in Hong Kong and 
identify suitable business opportunities. 
3 
Scope of the Study I ‘ 
In pursuing the objectives, the study is confined within 
the following boundaries ： 
1 The study is confined to the facsimile machine and 
service markets in Hong Kong 
2 The study employs a practical approach. The 
information and results are confined to those that 
are economically achieveable and relevant for 
managerial decisions. 
3 Generally speaking, the report only provides the 
relevant information for decision making, but does 
not formulate specific strategies for any specific 
product. 
4 The analysis of the fax machine markets is 
concentrated on the the most important segments of G3 
fax machine markets. 
5 The time horizon of projection is limited to the next: 
3 years 
6 Political factors are largely excluded from our 
study. 
7 Where expedient and appropriate, sampling is used to 
gauge tho population parameters. 
4 
Significance of the Study 
/ 
[ ‘ 
Generally speaking, the report furnishes the following ： 
1 Information about the present and the future markets 
3 Identification of business opportunities 
The study aims to assist fax machine marketers and 
service providers for optimising their strategies in Hong 
Kong. Specifically the report provides the following 
information ： 
1 Customer awareness of brands and distributors 
2 The method of reaching the target customers 
3 Customer's product feature preference and perceived 
importance of product attributes 
4 Expected price for customer's stated specification 
5 Post-purchase satisfaction of principal brands. 
6 Fax machine purchase decision making profile. 
7 Marketing activities of some of the principal fax 
vendors in Hong Kong 
8 Analysis of existing market situation and projection 
about the future market 
9 Business opportunities in the fax markets in Ilong 
Kong . 
5 
Organisation of the Report ‘ 
Chapter 1 introduces the objectives, scope and 
organisation of the report. 
Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature and draws in 
the relevant concepts and models to facilitate the study 
Chapter 3 describes some background knowledge about 
facsimile machines to facilitate the comprehension of this 
report 
, Chapter 4 describes and analyses the current situation of 
the facsimile market in [long Kong 
Chapter 5 describes the marketing activities, strategies 
and perception of the major fax vendors in Hong Kong, and 
analyses their strengths and weaknesses. 
Chapter 6 descibes the theoretical framework, design, 
results and recommendations of a usage and attitude survey of 
fax customers in I-Iong Kong. 
Chapter 7 makes some projections on the future of the 
I-Iong Kong markets based on the findings of the previous 
chapters and identifies suitable business opportunities lor 
I-Iong Kong . 
6 
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、 CHAPTER I 工 ’： 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
This chapter applies the relevant marketing concepts .in 
the current literature in order to facilitate the study. The 
material herein is presented in a concise manner and the 
interested readers should refer to the appropriate text for 
details. 
Demand Technology Life Cycle[1] 
Marketing thinking begins with a need, and a product 
exists as a solution to meet a need . I n i:he case o I; f: < i x 
machines, bhe noed is llor a suitable form of ‘ tex L / q rn ph ic s 
communication'. The need has grown with the expansion oi 
economic active Ces over the decades. The c h n n q m q need level 
is described by a Demand Life Cycle curve, in which there is a 
stage of emergence, followed by stages of growth, maturity and 
decline (Fig 1). 
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A need is satisfied at the time by some technology. The 
need for 'text/graphic communication' was first met by telex, 
then by group 1, group 2 and group 3 facsimile m L h i n e s (see 
chap 3, table 2). Each new technology satisfies the need in 
a certain way and each exhibits a Demand Technology Life 
Cycle, shown by curves Tl & T2 under the demand life cycle 
curve in Fig 1. Each demand technology life cycle shows an 
emergence, growth, maturity and a decline stage. 
Within a given demand technology cycle, there will appoar 
a succession of product forms that satisfy the specific need 
at the time. Each product form exhibits a Product Form Life 
Cycle' or PI, P2. P3, P4 in Fig 2. Each product form contains 
a set of brands with their Brand Life Cycle. In the ease of 
facsimile, group 3 & 4 machines are different products forms 
in the longer term perspective, and high end, multi-feature & 
personal fax machines are different product forms in the 
shorter term perspective. 
The importance of these distinction is that if a company 
only concentrates on its own brand life cycle, it could be 
missing the bigger picture of customers need and lose out in 
the long run. At 匕 h i s juncture, the demand for fax 
communication is evolving. It is possible that the true 
demand is for an Automated Office (OA) environment, in which 
facsimile machine only forms a component. The PC-fax is one 
step towards this direction (see Chap?, PC Fax〉. 
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1 
The Product Life Cycle 
i 
i, ‘ 
The Produce Life Cycle (PLC) is an ai七tempt to recognise 
the different stages in the sales history of a product. 
Corresponding to those stages are different opportunities, 
problems, profit potentials and different strategies are 
required (see table 1). By identifying the stage that a 
product is heading towards, companies can formulate better 
marketing plans. To say that a product has a PLC is to assert 
4 things ： 
1 Products have a limited life 
2 Product sales pass through distinct stages. 
3 Product profits change at different stages of the 
PLC. 
4 Products require different strategies in different 
stages of the PLC. 
Current literature on PLC portrays the sales history of a 
typical product as following an S-shaped curve (Fig 3). The 
curve is typically divided into 4 stages, known as 
Introduction, Growth, Maturity, and Decline. 
The sales of fax machines is now at the mature stage (see 
Fig 5). Virtually all fax units sold in HK are group 3 
machines, the sales history of which projected a near ideal 
shape in the PLC curve. Group 3 machines were introduced in 
HK in around 1985, with a very short introduction and growth 
stage and the demand peaked around end 1988 . After the June 4 
incident, the buying mood subsided, sales levelled and then 
fluctuated (Fig 5 )•. 
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At about the same time, two developments are taking shape 
: & — z 
1 The introduction of low-price personal fax machines 
with limited functions holds the promise of 
stimulating a new market. 
2 The liberalisation of Eastern Europe gives UK a new 
export market. 
At this moment, the fax market in I-IK is at the 
crossroad. The sales trend can rise, level or fall in the 
coming years depending on the relative strength of the 
mentioned forces. 
丄(J 
Fax Machines Market Structure[2] 
Market structure refers to the competitive environment in 
which the buyers and sellers of the product operate. Market 
structure is an important: consideration because ( 丄 ） D i f f e r e n t : 
niarket structures have different characteristics ( 2 ) Usually 
different stral:egxes are effective in different types o 1： 
market structures. Trad.it.ional.Ly, 4 different types of market 
structures are known to exist : perfect competition, monopoly, 
monopolistic competition and oligopoly. 
The Low End Fax Machines Market 
Economists define perfect competition as the market 
organisation in which there are : 
1 many buyers and sellers of a product, each too small 
to affect the price of the product 
2 homogeneous products 
3 perfect mobility of resources 
4 perfect knowledcie of market conditions 
[2 ] McGrtw-H?.ll , y . 丨 一 厂 — El；叩 5 ‘ 
1 1 
The low end J:ax machines market in HK is approachinq 
these conditions. The products in this segment have very 
simple functions and virtually all attributes ire search ' 
attributes which are easy to evaluate and compare. Because 
(丄） the price e .1 a s t n.c :l Ly of this segment is raLher great , and 
(2) the profit IS relatively low, the vendors generally set 
the prices of their products in roughly the same range. 
The Mid-end Fax Machines Market ， 
Monopolistic competition refers to the case where there 
are many sellers of a differentia匕ed product and entry into or 
exit from the industry is rather easy in the long run. The 
market for roost middle end fax machines in HK fits into this 
categories : 
1 The demand curve is downward sloping and is fairly 
elastic 
2 The products are fairly differentiated with both search 
and experience attributes. 
3 There are over 2 0 brands and 24 vendors (Fax line 
Directory J. 9 0 9) competing in the market place. 
丄：^ 
The High-end Fax Machines Market 
i -
Oligopoly, on the other hand, is the case where there are 
few sellers of: a homogeneous or differentiated product. Wh.i.丄 e 
entry into the industry is possible, it is not easy. The high 
end fax machines market in Hong Kong fits into the category of 
differentia匕ed oligopoly ： 
1 There are only a few brands and vendors competinq in 
this segment in the local market 
2 The products are differentiated with mostly experience 
and credence attributes 
In summary, I二he different market segments have the 
following structures : 
Market Segment Market Structure 






According to Philip Kotlerl 3 J , there are primarily 3 
types of intermedxar .i es ： 
The merchant midcLLemen -sell and take titles to goods 
The agent middlemen 一 sell but do not take title Lo 
goods 
The facilitators 一 perform distribution but neither 
sel1 nor take title to goods 
Virtually all intermediaries in the fax market in HK are 
merchant middlemen who take titles to the good, commit to 
manufacturers quota, negotiate sales contracts and arrange for 
distribution and delivery. 
Marketing channel decisions are among the most critical 
decisions facing management. The company's chosen channels 
intimately affect a丄丄 the other marketing decisions. In 
addition, according to Corey〖4]: 
1 A distribution system is a key external resource 
2 It represents a significant and long-term corporaCe 
commxLrnenL to a large number o.C independen b coinp/in j.os 
whose business is distribution - and to the 
particular markets they serve 
The paper also studies the distribution strategies used by the 
vendors in Hong Kong and their relation to other marketing 
variables. 
fgtlej" +丄 j-p, 'Marketing Manaqement ‘ , 6 th Edition (.hcnr) 
丄 , pbZiS , [:>ren t LCe-Ha"ll"T"Ty"8"9- L 丄 丄 u n , 、— u j ij 
14] 197b^ 1 」 [ 《 ‘ • , p2b3, Prentice-Fiai 丄， 
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Strategy and Types of Produnf .<. [ 5 ) 
i 
i z ！ 
Competitive Strategy 
According to Michael Porter, a firm facxng compot:j L i.on 
should choose a well defined 'competxtive strategy' in order 
to achieve 'competitive advantage'. A competitive strategy 
should include a combination of values for the firm's 
strategic variables (quality, price, advertising, etc) that 
best serves the firm's objective. The firm's objective. 
Porter contends, should be the attainment of a greater profit 
than others in its industry on a continuing basis. This 
superior and sustained profitability will serve to maximise 
the firm's net worth. Porter also argues that achieving 
competitive advantage would inhibit or hold an advantage over 
any new entrants. 
Porter identifies 3 generic competitive strategies ： 
1 The 'cost leadership', where the firm strives to be 
the lowest cost supplier and thus achieves above 
average pro fx I： than its competitors 
2 The 'differentiation' strategy where the firm strives 
to differentiate its products frora its rivals‘ and 
the prices more than the cosL oi: 
differentiatincj them so as to achieve superior 
prof it. 
3 The , focus, strateciY where the firm concentrates on a 
particular market segment and applies either a cost 
leadership or differentiation strategy. 
P^i^ter ME, .Competitive ~S t ra teqv~~~&~~~Comp^ 11 Hi vp 
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The Cost of Information ‘ 
I ‘ 
The cost of information for the customers to evaluate the 
quality of a product is a major determinant of the optimal 
competitive strategy. Basically products can be categorised 
into search, experience and credence prodcuts, based on the 
difficulty and expense that a typical consumer faces when he 
makes the evaluation. 
Search products are products containing primarily 
attributes that are readily discernible and easily compared by 
customers. These products are prime candidates for cost 
leadership strategy. Promotional pricing and informative 
advertising can be used to stimulate sales. 
1 6 
ExperxGnce products are those containing rna in 1 y 
attributes that consumers can only evaluate after using them. 
Credence goods contain mainly attributes that are imper fect: ly 
evaluated even after purchase, so that 匕 h e credibility of the 
sellers, the brand name, and the firm's public image become 
important elements in the customers‘ purchase decision. 
Product differentiation, brand name proliferation and 
persuasive advertising can be used as a marketing strategy for 
these products. The profit maximising ratio of advert.isinq 
expenditure to sales revenue I 6 J is given by the ratio of 
advertising elasticity to price elasticity. 
In either case, innovation and efficiency will a丄ways 
enhance 匕 h e firm's competitiveness and cos匕 leadership can 
always be used to supplement the differentiation strategy. 
Low end fax machines are typical search products, having 
attributes that are easily evaluated and compared. In this 
market segment, price is likely to be the most important 
purchase decision and distribution is likely to be the only 
important extended product feature. The middle and high end 
fax machines, on I二he other hand, are experience and credence 
goods and are typical candidates for differentiation 
strategy. In Lh 丄 s market segment, exterided product lea ture.s 
(eg. service, warranty and repute), sales support and 
persuasive adverbxsing are expected to be important. 
16 ：) gay丄〇r TH, Vernon JM & Wertz KL, 'Manaqeria L 
Economics ‘ , McGraw — Ili丄丄，1983 , p230-2;^2. "一~^ 
丄7 
CHAPTER 工工工 ‘‘ ‘ 
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FAX MACHINES 
This chapter describes the relevant background 
information about facsimile technology to facilitate an 
accurate understanding of the findings presented in che 
following chapbers. Readers that are already familiar with 
fax machines can skip the appropriate sections. 
A p p l i c a t i o n s _ _ _ ^ _ A d v a n t a q e s of Facsimile Machines 
In its early years, fax machines were mainIy used for the 
transmission of: newsp^^per wirephotos, law enforcement 
documents, and weather maps. As prices decreased, they became 
practical for general office uses. The advanCages of Lax 
units as a mean.s of: corMinijn:Lca Lion :i.nc 丄 ude ： 
丄 Unlike telex, they can transmit graphics as well, 
making iL pos、.s 丄ble to send charts. drawings and 
graiphs in addition to standard business documents . 
2 Communication is almost immediate. Delay can be cut 
down to a minimum. 
3 Fax devices can be 丄 e f t to operate in an unattended 
mode . 
4 Easy installation and simple operation. 
5 Small size；^ light weight. 
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How Facsimile Works 
BroacUy speaking, a J:ax terminal xs simp/y a copxer 
equipped to transrnil: and receive graphic images. More 
specifically, it scans an original document, and converts the 
image into electrical signals for transmission over a 
communication medium to a remote terminal. The remote 
terminal, in turn, reconverts the signals back into a graphic 
image on a hard copy. A facsimile system include the 
•transmitter' , 'the receiver • , and the ' transrnxss .on 
facility' . Mo si: fax machines in the market today are combined 
transmitter/receiver called transceivers. i-nch lax 
transceiver connects Lo t:he Public Switched Telephone Network 
through a business telephone line which is called a faxline in 
Hong Kong. 
Transmission 
Virtually alj fax units sold in Hong Kong are Group 3 
machines which connect to the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN) via an ordinary business telephone line (the 
faxline). They send the converted digital electrical signals 
as a series of tones for transmission onto the PSTN using a 
technique called frequency modulation (FM) through the 
internally buil t modems (inociulators/deinodu丄ators ) • Modems for 
digital fax are classified according to their speed for 
hand丄ing binary information ； 2400 , 48U0, or 96U0 bits per 
second (bps) . The higher tlie speed, the shorter could be the 
transmission t:i.me. At the destination,七he receiving modem 
reconverts thern into a bit stream, and then the optical image 
on a hard copy. 
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工 m a g e Resolution 
I " 
工 m a g e resolution. designated in Ixnes per inch 
determines the size of the smallest characters that can be 
legibly scanned and pr:i.nted, as well as the sharpness and 
quality of the l^acsimile output. The horizontal resolubion 
indicated by the number of times a scanner or printing el.m.nt 
stops along the width of a page, and the vertical resoJuLion 
by the number of txmes the scanner or printing eiemenb stops 
or marks down l:he length of the page. One scan Ixne consists 
of one row of picture elements and generally the hor.zontaL 
parameters are larger than the vertical, although in some 
cases the two may be equal. 
It takes a combination of horizontal and vert丄c乙i 丄 
scanning stops to construct a facsimile imaqe. studies 
indicate that 10 (preferably 12) scan lines per letter are 
needed to recreate a character legibly. Therefore, for copy 
where the characters are only 1/16 inch hiqh, a nuni随rn 
density of 160 Ixnes per inch would be required. Commercial 
grade resolution includes the following classes ： 
1 Half tone (can be used to transmit photos) 
2 Fj.ne ( M l.9her resolution ) 
3 Normal (min G3 standard) 
The transmission of tone shades and photographs requires 
the scanning of a large number of points or elements. A 
resolution capability of at lea.s 匕 lines per m c h is 
usually required. 
2U 





Thermal prinCing is used on approximately 名 of the 
units available today. The process is almost 
maintenance free, and uses thermally sensitive paper in 
a roll form. It is in general not suitable for the 
reproduction of high quality photographical halftones. 
2 Electrostatic 
About 10% of fax units marketed today use 'Electrostatic 
Plain Paper" technology. This is the same process used 
in office photo-copiers, except that the light source is 
electronically controlled rather than reflected area 
light. The process is capable of producing higher 
quality output, but is more expensive. 
3 Laser P rxnting 
Laser prin t 二:i—rici techniques offer a sharper pic Lure 
quality, rapid printing, and high reliability. At 
present it is the most expensive method, but will 
certainly g a m a foothold in the market when costs are 
lowered. 
Standards and Compatibility 
For facsimile to be an effective means of communication, 
a user must be able to co隱unicate with the others regardless 
of the makes of fax devices used. For this reason, vendors 
adhere to standards set in 1981 by Study Group XIV oi: the 
International Telegraph and Telephone ConsuiLatxve CommitLee 
(CCITT). These standards include specifications for scanning, 
resolution, phasing' synchronisation and modulation 
techniques. Adherence to these standards ensures that all 
machines produced are compatible with each other. 
The CCITT s 匕‘ " ^ n d a r d s adopted as of 1981 are divided into 3 
primary groups : group 1, 2 and 3 (table 2). Broadly 
speaking, G3 machines offer higher speed operation (9600 bps), 
more reliable (cixqital) transmission, and optionally higher 
image resolution. Demand from 1985 onward confirmed that G3 
specification correctly addressed the need of the market. 
Most fax units available today are Group 3 devices. 
Proposed standard for Group 4 devices (table 3) have enhanced 
capabilities that include high resolution, error correction, 
plain paper prinCinci, and good grey scale reproduction. 
However they require a completely different transmission 
network (digital). Broadly speaking, as compared with G3 
machines, G4 machines ofJier ： 
1 higher spoecl operation (64,000 bps transmission , 3 
sec for A4) 
2 better print quality (laser printer) 
3 higher irnaqe resolution (standard : 2 times, option.;, I 
： 4 t:i.IT、GS) 
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but they are (1) larger in size (2) more expensive, 
and (3) require a digital transmission network, th^ 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) which is not 
expected to be ready in Hong Kong before 1992. 
Considering the time, cost and risk invoJvPd m thr」 
developn^ent of a new product, xb xs xmportanL to obta.n 
accurate information about customers preference and their 
perception of price/features tradeoff before product launch. 
Selecting a Facsimile Machine 
The trend in fax technology is towards faster and less 
costly equipment. In selecting a fax unit, users in general 
need to consider the following dimensions of product functions 
1 Usage volume 
2 Transmission time 
3 Dialing fac3.Jities : internal dialer, autodialing, 
redial etc. 
4 Paper suppj y ： plain or thermal 
5 Local copy function 
6 Range of document size 
7 Resolution 
8 Polling 
9 RS232 interface 
10 CCITT compatibi J. i ty 
t 
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U Physn.ca」. features : sxze, wexght and power 
requirement 
12 Vendor‘s repute 
- ； 
13 After sales support ''' 
PLease refer to table 4 and 13 for the combination o上 
features, prices and brand offers currently available from thr^ 
market. 
Important Fax Machine Features 
Extra-fine mode - extra ±ine resolution at 8 x 15.4 i m e s / m m 
gives fine character reproduction with 
SLipc'irb crispness, twice as fine as cJ ' h 
normal fine mode of 0 x 7.7 丄丄 n e s / r m n . 
Gray scale reproducLxon - lb (typical) steps of half tone 
reproduction ensure superb gradation in the 
transmission of documents and photos. 
Error correction- This function keeps track of errors that 
result when the picture signal is distorted 
by noise in the line, and automaticaJ Jy 
retransmits the section containing errors to 
9-i-ve accurate quality. 
A3-size transm:i.ssxon - This function is only available in 
higher 
priced units. With this feature, the image 
at the remote end will be automatica11y 
reduced to match the receive paper size. 
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Memory operaLxon- Fax machines with memory permit the scannxnc, 
of documents into memory before transmission 
and deposit of received images into memory 
iTor lat:er retrieval . This feature a I lows 
connidentiai reception of documents .md 
f-l.exib丄e transmission times . 
Multiple polling- Machines with this feature can automaticaIiy 
collect documents loaded in a number of 
remote fax terminals. it is a useful 
feature for collecting daily reports and 
-information from Infoiiax (by HKT) 
Serial broadcasting 一 The transmission of a document to many 
destinations one by one. 
OA interface - An Office Automation (an RS232C) interface 
enables the connection of a fax machine to a 
computer or data communication equipment for 
the transniission and reception of fax 
images. 
Activity report - Usually xt contains the start dates, times, 
durations, remote ID, transmission mode and 
number of pages for each transmission. 
25 
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CHAPTER IV ‘“ 
__CURRENT FACSIMILE MACHINE MARKETS 
Technological Developments 
When group 3 fax machines were newly introduced into the 
market, most of them were only equipped with very primitive 
functions. As technology develops, novel and powerful 
features were continuously being incorporated. The major 
milestones of developments are ： 
1 Laser and plain paper technology offer very fine 
print qualify not attainable by ordinary thermal 
printing! • 
2 Super high speed transmission reduces cost on 
telephone bills and is .suitable for bulk usage. 
3 Development of super fine resolution makes possible 
the transmission of photographic images with multiple 
steps of gr/^cia 匕:i.on . 
4 Memory operation enables the scanning of documents 
into memory before transmission and the deposi L o I: 
fax images in to memory for later retrieval. 11一 
offers confidential operation, speed and the 
possibility of fax retransmission. 
Vb 
Japan has long been the leader in Facsimile techno 1ogv 
and at present:丄匕 accounts for more than 85% of 匕 h e world lav 
machines production. Pax machine technoloc,y can be broad iy 
grouped into the foj lowxng categories ： '' 
1 photographical scanning 
2 microprocessor technology 
3 digital transmission and reception 
4 printing technology, at present, over 90% use thermal 
printers 
Japan excels ... n I: he production of accurate and reljablr^ 
thermal heads at low cost which xs one the most important 
reasons for its domination of fax production. 
Table 4 summarises the major technological developments 
of the major brands of fax machines from 1985 to 1989. T h。 
majority of thern are features ±or machines at the hxgher 
ends. The rapid technological developments have several 
effects ： 
1 The added functionalities make a fax machine more 
sophisticated and help to segregate the fax market 
into segments 
2 It serves as a mechanism to eliminate the firms which 
fail to innovate and follow the market movement. 
3 Failing price and enhanced features make it 
increasing abtractive for users to replace their old 
machin o s 
4 It also resulted in the proliferation of models. in 
Ho叫 Kong, a i^ ax machine model has an averaqe 1 iCe oJ: 
around 2 years. 
n 
^ ~ ~ ^ o r l d _ _ M a r k e t for Fax Machineg ； 
i: 
World Market Demand 
The world demand for fax machines is growing rapxcllv dur^ 
to increased awareness of facsimile technoloqy, f a U m q 
prices, reduced long distance calls charges, and t h . 
increasing marketing efforts expended by fax vendors. By the 
end of 1989, there were over 10 million G3 fax machines 
installed over the world, an increase of more than 7 0% over 
the figure at end 1988. As can be seen from the table 5 - 7, 
the majority of the fax machines intalled in the world are ci 
machines. The North America and Western Europe market now 
have roughly the same size. The Asia market recorded the most 
phenomenal growth from 1987 to 89 and reached about 5.4m units 
by end 1989, A large percentage of the population are in 
Japan and South East Asia. 
Given the following assumptions ： 
1 The prices of .l:ax machines will continue to fall 
2 The introduction of personal fax machines is belj.eved 
to trigger oi'f a mass market 
3 The liberalisation of Eastern Europe will open up a 
lucrative export market, 
the future world market is expected to continue to grow, 
although at a diminishing rate. 
The Dominance of G3 Fax Machines . 
I 
P:i.gure 4 -shows Che world populaLxon of f:ax maxh.nr^s 
installed f r o . 1907 to 1989. While the growth of G3 unxts was 
impressive, the population of other types of fax un.ts has 
actually decreased. The trend confirms that G3 fax mach.n.s 
correctly address the need of the market and most users are 
willing to replace their G1 & G2 devices• Group 4 unxts are 
the products for the next generation, and are not expected to 
be widely adopted before 
The Dominance of Japanese Products 
Japan (or Japanese companies) currently produces over 
of the world's fax machines. Most of the world famous brands 
are Japanese : NEC, Panfax, Toshiba, Ricoh, Canon, Sanyo 
Sharp and Mitsubishi. Their production capacities a r . 
expected to exceed 7 rnxllxon sets by 1990. In order to bypass 
protectionism, mo si: Japanese fax manuf ac Lurer.s h . v . 
established plant: facilities in North Amerxca and Western 
Europe to maintaxn a certain level of added value to comply 
with local regii丄£1 tions . 一 
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The Hong Kong Market ： 
Market Demand 
In Hong Kong, the totaU. demand for fc^ ix 丄 ine.s (and hence 
fax machines) has cjrown rapidly over the years. Table 丄(J 
shows the monChly cirowth of faxlines demand from Apr J.yyf) t:o 
Mar 1990. At Lhe end of Apr 85, the demand was 丄10 J丄nes, 
and at end Mar 90 it reached 95,799 lines • Similarly the 
monthly net g a m was 155 lines/month in Apr 85, it peaked at 
about 3 , 000 丄ines/rnonth in mid 88, and stayed at about 2.40U 
lines/month in Mar 90. It is estimated that more than 96,000 
fax machines were installed at end Mar 1990, representing a 
penetration of over 12.6 fax units/100 business lines into the 
business community. New faxlines in the office are being 
installed at a rate of about 2,100 lines/month and registered 
faxlines at home at a rate of about 150 lines/month. 
The number of fax connections per lOU business telephone 
lines has been used conventionally to indicate the degree of 
penetration of fax machines into the business community. The 
ratio has grown rapicLly, and is second only to that of Japan 
(see table 9 and Fig 0) at the time of wrxting • These 
figures show that Hong Kong has a very large demand for fax 
communication and thaL G3 machines are we丄丄 received by Lhe 
local communi l:y . 
3U 
Fax Machine Market Size 
«. -
The market size tor fax machines in Hong Kong depends on 
« 
1 New units and additional units sales, which in turn 
depends on the expansion of exxstxng firms, the 
formation new firms, and the ernpioyment of fax by 
hitherto non-fax using firms (very small in number 
now). 
2 the replacement of old machines whose functions has 
been outgrown. The size of this market xs esLxrnated 
to be less Lhan 10% of the total saies 
The total saleable market in HK currently lingers around 
5,00(3 to 6,0UU units per month (see Appendxx 3 ) , of wh.ch 
about 2,200 units are installed locally. The rest are ixnallv 
re-exported, of which tourxsL and parallel shipment accoun； 
for a large percentage. The development of personal fax 
machines, however, xs expected to boost the above figures by a 
wide margin in the years to corne. 一 
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Area Distribution of Faxlines 
\ ‘ 
Area distribution provides information for a manager to 
divide up and assign sales territories to his salesmen. As 
shown by Fig 6, Kow丄oon accounts for about 4U% of the tota』 
demand for faxlines in Hong Kong as of end Mar 9U, Hong Kong 
Island accounts for about 38^o and the New Territories for the 
rest of 22%. The relative positions have remained roughly the 
s 碰 over the years but the percentage ratio for the New 
Territories is catching up recently, indicating a gradual 
shift of business locations into the area over the period. 
The share for New Territories is expected to rise further as 
niore organisations expand into this area. 
According to HKT. Yau Tong/Kowloon and Discovery 
Bay/Lantau (because of the writers) are areas which have 
recorded high growth in faxlines demand. 
Market Segmentation 
Low price fax machines were introduced into Hong Kong at 
around 1989. It continues to gain importance in terms of 
quantity. These machines are designed for low-volume and 
first time users, and typically contain only the bare 
essentials for facsimile transmission with some additional 
features. Because these machines require little sales 
assistance and the prices of allow only a small margin, 
vendors are trying various means to reduce the cost of 
distribution. 
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During the same period, advanced technology was 
二 二 inuously being incorporated into 
' ' s o灿 i s t i c a t e d features Ixke memory, broadcast, super hx.h 
叩 e e d operation, laser printing and Offxce^ Auto.a.xon 
interface (table 4). The confluence of these two development:. 
divides the presenL lax machines market int:o 3 cl.s,: .nc,u l> ,. 
segments. 
The Network Solution Tier 
This segment includes the most complex machines which 
ser二e the needs of larger corporations and are usually sold bv 
a direct sales force. These machines are expected to solve 
fax CO麵urn.cation problems on a network basxs. Hence the 
account executives have to be computer literate and the 
厂 二 s e r v i c i n g Lh.s segment have to incorporate a .acsx.xie 
二 ^ c h n o l o g y perspective, not a facsimile machine .entalxty. 
T h二 segment allows h.gher profit .argxns, but gaininq sal.s 
be no easy task. There are not many offers in H o n , Konp 
this moment, but the segment will gain importance as the 
telephone network xrnproves (eg ISDN) and the d ⑶ and 
strengthens• 
The Multifeature Tier 
The customers in this segment need a fax machine with 
additional features that cannot be met by lower priced 
products having primitive functions only. The vendors 
typically have a product Lxne that differentiates themselves 
from alternative offers. and the salesmen for these products 
need to know 匕 h e i r products well xn order 匕o work wath the.r 
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clients to select: the best machine to suit their ne.DS . THP 
『roht margin xn this segment xs lower, but xs 
lucrative• 
t ‘ 
Aggressive vendors xn this segment have an opportunity in 
the upgrade market. As technology improves and t h . need for 
corn.unxcat.on multiplies, existing users of low end .ach.n.s 
outgrow their limited functionality. The challenge for 
vendors in this market xs to remain 
in contact with these users, and turn these opportunities xnt:o 
sale. 
The Bare Necessities Tier 
Thc^ products in this segment contain only th^ bare 
essential features that are easily compared and evaluated. 
Price IS likely to be an important selection criterion. 
Profit margxns are low, distribution capability and channel 
management are instrumental. Sales of the products m thxs 
segment is expected to dominate in terms of quantity in the 
coming 3 to 5 years (see section on business opportunities for 
potential market areas) but the price is expected to decline. 
The psychological price barrier is around US.^SUU or 
HK$4,000 which IS believed by the industry to be the price 
level a consumer eiecbronxc .item must break in order to qaan 
mass market acceptance. The US$500 benchmark will boost sales 
but there is increased pressure for higher volume to turn a 
profit. More features are currently being introduced . n |-.o 
these machines bo make thern self-contained and convenient for 
personal use, hul: xb is expected that it will take some timo 
ilor the price Lo hit the psycholocucaI barrier. 
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Distribution Channels； ； 
I ‘ 
丄 , t h e years, fax vendors xn HK have adopted varxou. 
distribution s.rategxes. In the early years when fax .ach.n.s 
not very popular, s e e manufacturers sell thexr produoLs 
cixrectly through .:he.,.r branch offices xn riK . ‘ So . . 
n^anufacturers are sLi.U doing .t for so.e of .he.r speo.al 
叩 o d u c t s . Por the .xd-end .achxnes, .est brands h a v . 
卩 p o i n t e d thexr own dealers. S e e have appointed a solo ac,.nt 
the whole market in Hong Kong, but some (Ixke NEC) have 
adopted a mult.-dealer/d.str.butor policy. The advent of 
-end and personal fax un.ts. however, necessitates t h . 
adoption of mass distribution strategy. Some vendors are 
contemplating distribution agreement and/or strategic alliance 
with distribution outlets 1 -； pqr ov-^ ^ 
丄 iKe CSL, Broadway, and some large 
electrical applxance/audio/visuaI shops. ^ 
Distribution Manufacturer Dealer/ Mass 
Strategy /Agent Distributor Distribution 
(Relative Direct 
Emphasis 
Product Mix High Middle Low 
R e l a t i v e End End End 
Emphasis) 
• “ • • 
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CHAPTER V ^ ‘ 
VENDORS ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
In Hone, Kong, about 20 brands of fax machines are 
competing in the marketplace. CSL (Panasonic & Sharp), Gilman 
(lUcoh), Chevalier (Toshiba), Jardine Office Systems (Cannon), 
and Office Appliance Co Ltd (NEC) are the top vendors, 
accounting for a major share of the total market (Table 丄 1 ) , 
while the status and influence of local production oi 
facsimile machines are weak ： 
Model Status 
EJ.ec & EJ tek OA ( UK ) Ltd Avatex Weak 
Efax-lUO 
Bondwell Bfax-100 Inactive 
About 7 major brands of are sold in Hong Konq ： NEC, 
Panafax, Toshiba, Ricoh, Canon, Sanyo and Sharp. Their market 
shares (in terms of units sold) over the last 3 years are 
displayed in table 丄：^ • Over the years from 1987 to 丄 ytiy, the 
market shares o I: NKC and Ricoh declined J^teadi 丄 y ： 
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1 NEC overstocked in 1980 and hence was compelled t:o 
sell old models throughout 1 9 8 9 ； 
2 The two brands have a partial vacuum in the low price 
segments and as the demand in Honq Konc, shifts 
towards that direction, their shares paled 
On the other hand, the market shares of Toshiba and 
Panafax recorded steady gain ： 
1 Panafax has a full range fax products with emphasis 
in the mid and low ends and is therefore able to 
maintain a stable share of the market. Moreover it 
is also benefited by CSL's strong retail capability 
2 Toshiba had a sharp increase in Q4/19B9 because of 
the sales of TFlll (a low end model) at HK$4,985 
(originally at $7,SOU) 
The market shares occupied by 'other' brands also 
achieved steady g a m . A large portion of the increase was due 
to Sharp and Mitsubishi whose low end models were fairJ y we丄丄 
received by the market. Moreover CSL also took up the Sharp 
products in 1989 and the brand was supported by its strong 
retail capability. 
General ly speaking , it is very important: to have l:he 
right products and distribution channels for a vendor to 
compete successfully in the fax machines market in Hong Kong. 
Vendors having no suitable low end products are expected to 
suffer from eroding share in the coming 3 to 5 years. 
J 
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Summary of Vendors Analysis 
I " 
The following vendors were interviewed to collect 
information on the relative strengths and weaknesses of their 
products, service support, marketing strategies and their 
projection about the future market in Hong Kong ： 
Jardine Oflice Systems (JOS) - Cannon 
Shun Hing Technology Co Ltd (SHTCL) - Panafax 
Communication Services Ltd (CSL) - Panafax 
Office Appliance Co Ltd (OAC) 一 NEC 
Jirmny Vicent (Technology) Co Ltd (JVT) - Cannon, Sharp, 
Panafax 
Gilman Office Machines (GOM) 一 Ricoh, declined the visit 
The information collected from the above vendors are 
analysed and summarised below. Please refer to appendice 丄 to 
6 for details of the interview records. 
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Products and Prices 
i ‘ 
• • 
At the time of writing, a very entensive range of 
products are offered in the marketplace with different produ.L 
fearures and at different prices (table 13). Broadly 
speaking, JOS markets the most comprehensive range of fax 
products and is the only company interviewed selling lasr^r fax 
machines (the Cannon L920). Its high end products are fairly 
sophisticated, but are the most expensive amonq the vendors'. 
The high end NEC models (NEC 25) also provides advanced 
functions like broadcast and computer interface, but it has no 
superior offer in the low price end. The Panafax machines 
provide less sophisticated features and seem to emphasize 
auto-dialing in their design. Their products mainly address 
the middle and low end segments. The newly launched KX series 
are personal fax products and are inexpensive. Relatively, 
the Sharp series of fax machines provide the most primitive 
features. 
In [long Kong :i. I: is very important for a vendor to havo 
the suitable products for its customers. As explained 
earlier, the market shares of NEC and Ricoh fell steadily from 
1987 to 89 because bhey did not have suitable products xn the 
low price ranges. On Che other hand, the markeL shares ol; 
Toshiba, Panafax and Sharp climbed steadily as they were 
addressing the right segments with the right products. 
Up to the present moment, fax machines sales in Hong Koncj 
are very price elastic. Wei1-communicated price reductions 
have consistently achieved successful sales in the past (eg. 
sales of Canon Iax-8U by JVT at HK$3.980 in early 90, see 
Append 8). Although sales at low prices could be due to 
overstock and cannot be sustained, repeated dumpings tend to 
drive down the rnarkel: prices . 
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Customers 
The type of customers a vendor intends to address is an 
important determinant of the marketing variables it adopts 
JOS holds a number oi: major accounts in Honq Konq to whom x f 
nmnages to sell bhexr premium products at a prernxum pr.oo 
Therefore it still relies on the use of direct sales force. 
SHTCL also holds a few big accounts like UK bank. 
JVT mainly relxes on export for its sales revenues and 
concentrates on markets with prices below HK$1U,U0U. Recently 
it offered the Canon Fax-80 at only HK$3,9aO and the Sharp 
FO-301 at only HK$b,9yO (about 2U% down market). We suspect 
that the sale is due to overstock. CSL on the other hand 
addresses the mass customers through its retail outlets. Fax 
machines are not a major active item in the portfolio of its 
salesmen. 
Service 
The sales of a fax machine and its maintenance service 
are basically an example of 2-part pricing. Since it is 
common that a particular brand is served by more than one 
vendor, the maintenance service for fax machines is becoming a 
separate market by itself which is open to competition. 
Maintenance service provides a stable source of revenue and it . 
is important that vendors try best to secure them. 
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All vendors inteirvieweci offer maintenance service at 
either a fixed sum or at 10% list price per year. However, 
only CSL and JOS actively promotes their m a i n t e n a c o n L r a c t s 
and JOS enjoys a very high rate of contracts siqn-up ( > 
7 0%). 
Promotion 
Common sa les prornoI:xon devices include Iree gi J： t:s, J ucky 
draws, discounts and free trips etc. Although fax machines 
sales in Hong Kong are very price elastic, vendors in general 
are not too inclined to use sales promotion devices regularly 
to stimulate sales, probably because of dwindling profit 
margin. Price reductions are often the result of overstock or 
parallel shipment. 
Fax machine sales in Hong Kong are also fairly 
advertising-elastic. The themes of the advertisements used by 
most vendors tend to be fairly straight forward and are mainly 
informative in nature, while advertisements of JOS and SHTCL 
contain elements of a.macie building. Newspapers are Lhe most 
often used (see also table 丄 4 ) advertising channels, although 
MTR signs, magazines, buses & TV are also used occasslona11y. 
However, advertising elasticities are seldom applied to 
determine the advertising expenditure, most vendors arrive at 
their budget judgementa1ly. 
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D i s t r i b u t i o n 
M m o s t all vendors in Hong Kong are merchaAt middlemen 
who take title to, and resell the manufacturers' merchandise. 
Generally speaking, the number of channel levels ranges from 
one (JOS & Giiman) to two (CSL & JVT). With the exception of 
a few vendors (eg. JOS has an exclusive agency for Canon), 
most manufacturers choose a selective distribution strategy by 
employing more than one agent for their products. 
As the focus of the market demand shifts downwards, 
retail capability becomes important because the slim profit 
margin does not justify the employment of direct salesmen. Of 
all the vendors interviewed, only CSL has a powerful network 
of retail outlets of its own in Hong Kong and its strategy 
emphasizes retail sales. Most vendors are developing 
alternate means of distribution and their sales forces usually 
carry multi products. JOS has appointed Broadway as its 
dealer for its personal fax machines and Sharp has appointed 
CSL. JVT plans to open a new showroom in Kowloon in 1990. 
However, JOS still maintains a sales team of @ i8 salespersons 
for its high-end customers. 
Conclusion and Future Outlook 
All expect a total market size of around 2,000 to 3,000 
fax units per month (installed) in Hong Kong and a very small 
market for old machines replacement lO^fe). There is almost 
a consensus that the market is evolving towards 3 
distinguishable segments, the high, middle and the low end 
markets. 
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The high end machines will have more sophistacated 
features and hxgher speeds, and are targeted for major 
:=rporate users. JOS and CSL have an advantage in .arketxnq 
these products because of their established connectxon wxth 
ma〕or corporate accounts. The mid-end machines are main丄v 
targeted for office users, including fax machxnes Cor n.w 
offices, second fax machines, departmental fax machines, and 
replacement unxts. This segment is the main revenue 
Contibutor for vendors employing a direct: sales force. T h . 
low-end machxnes wi.1.1 decline in price but wxll dornxnaL. Lhe 
quantity sold. They are typically targeted for personal us.rs 
(executive & horrie 〔ax), Ixght users and first txrne oCCxce 
users. The major distribution channels employed are retail 
outlets. 
A high end fax machine has many of the characteristics of 
an experience product and differentiation is the natural 
strategy for the marketing of this type of product. Brandname 
proliferation and persuasive advertising can be used 
appropriately as a supplement. Customers in this segment 
require a total solution to their communication need and t h . 
salesmen have to be very computer literate. In this regard 
reputed suppliers like CSL and Gilman are better placed to 
address the demand of this market compared with other vendors. 
The low end machines, on the other hand, will basically 
approach the status of a search product, having attributes 
which customers can easily compare and evaluate. CSL have a 
definite advantage in this segment because of its strong 
retail capability. Vendors that do not have strong retail . 
ability should consider appointing fax dealers. 
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C H A P T E R V I 
• • 
USAGE AND ATTITUDE SURVEY OF HONG KONG CUSTOMERS 
Introduction 
Typically, a fax machine marketer wants to know about the 
following ： 
1 What: IS the size of the saleable market ？ 
2 What is the growth potential ？ 
3 Mow do the customers like (brand/vendor imaqe & post 
purchase saLisfaction) my products as compared with 
the competitors‘ ？ 
4 How to reach (inform and sell) the target customers y 
5 In what direction are the needs (machine functions, 
services etc) of the customers changing ？ 
6 What are the prices the customers expect to pay ？ 
7 What sort oil distribution channels should be used ？ 
8 Who makes the purchase decision ？ 
In order to obtain first hand information on the above, a 
usage and atCibude survey was conducted for the customers in 
Ilong Kong. Ma:L.1 survey was used and a total of 17 questions . 
were asked. The responses are analysed and the results are 
presented in the following sections. 
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Explanation of Terms 
The following terms used in the text havi the rneaninq 
explained below. 
Customers - Knowledge about the profile of customers 
Profile enables a marketer to optimally tailor his 
marketing mix. The survey intends Lo find ouL 
the nature of business, size and intensity of 
usage of existing fax customers in Hong Kong. 
Pricing - According to classical marketing theory, 
customers' willingness to purchase at a certain 
price IS a function of a number of factors 
including product features, perceived 
brand/distributor images, competitors' pricing 
etc. The survey intends to uncover the 
r e l a U v e importance of such attributes as a 
guide for marketing decisions. 
Reach - The term 'reach' includes the channels of 
advertising as well as distribution. A fax 
marketer is interested in the method of 
reaching the target customers in order to 
determine the right mix of promotion and 
distribution channels. 
Product - Facsimile technology is changing rapidly 
Features and a large number of features has been added 
since Its introduction m the early 丄 
Accuarate knowledge about customer preference . 
of product features (and extended features) 
enables an optimum selection of products by the 




In order to answer the above questions' the survey 
specifically aims to find out the following ： 
1 Customers' awareness of brands and suppliers 
2 The method of reaching the target customers as a 
guide for the selection of the proper advertising 
medium 
3 Customers' perception of the relative importance ot 
the following attributes as a guide for marketing 
decisions ： 
Price 
Style, appearance & size 
Product features 
Quality of print 
Reliability 
Brand & vendor repute 
After sa les .service 
4 Fax machine features considered important 
5 Expected price 匕o p^iy 
6 Post purchase satisfaction of customers 
7 Brand loyalty and switching tendency 
8 Decision making profile for the purchase of fax 
machine 
9 Profile of fax customers in Hong Kong ： (1) industry 
(2) Number of employees 
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Important Product Attributes in Purchase Decision 
M t e r a detailed search o.C relevant literature and 
interviews Professionals .n the ilax business .n Hon. 
= establish l:hat the w U 丄丄叩 ness the cus.:o.e.s to 
buy a fax machine is a function of the following ： 
1 price 
2 physical appearance 
3 machine features 
4 quality of print 
5 reliability 
6 perceived overall brand/vendors image 
7 perceived lifter sales service 
The Method of Reach 
From interviews with vendors (and table 14), it was found 
that newspapers are the most important medxa used for 
advertising fax machxnes. Less frequently used .edxa include 
MTR signs, bus, and magazines. The themes of mosC f.x 
advertisement. a r . very dxrecL and sLraxyh,: forward. P . . . 
machines sales in flonc, Kong are fairly elastic with respoc.- Lo 
advertising and the effect xs usually monxtored by the 
increase in enquiry calls. 
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Important Fax Machine Features 
； / 
Interviews with salesmen show that the followinq features 
are important ； 
Lo_w_E_nd Mi^^End High End 
Fax Telephone Activity report A3 Xmit & receive 
Machines handset Half tone High speed 
Features Abbreviated Successful Plain paper oper. 
dialing transmission Serial broadcast 
Optional : n^arking Larger memory 
Answering 1-touch auto- ( > 50 pages) 
• chine dialing Half tone 
Auto paper Receive memory 
cutter (4-10 pages) 
The ranking of machine features by customers provides a 
guidance for the future direction of market movement and 
technological development. Their preferences for a qroup of 
features indicate the type of fax machines they need. 
Pricing 
Interviews with vendors also show that the median price 
ranges for differenl: types of fax machines in MK are ： 
Mid End High End 




Survey Method and Sampling 
Mail survey was employed. Questionnaires were printPd m 
both Chinese and English. The sampling frame selected was the 
Faxline 100 Directory database maintained by the Hong Kong 
Telephone Company Ltd in a mainframe computer which contained 
some 90,000 faxixnes numbers for about 70,000 users of fax 
machines in Hong Kong. A simple random sample of 500 users 
was taken with the assistance of Datacom Services/HKT and then 
questionnaires were mailed to the users to elicit the required 
information. 
To increase the response rate, we offered to send back a 
souvenir to the first 100 respondents. In addition, we also 
dealt with the problem by reminder letter and telephone 
follow-up. 
Date questionnaires were sent out ： 19 Feb 1990 
Date respondents requested to return ： 01 Mar 1990 
Size of sampling frame : @ 70,000 
companies 
Sample size . ^qq 
Unit of analysis ： company 
Number of respondents :径-^2 3 
Response rate . @ 24.6% 
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Q u e s t i o n s A s k e d 
\ 
( ！r 
The following questions were asked (see attached 
questionnaire)： 
Fax machx nos brand awareness (sirnpJe recr» i 1 bos I:) 
2 Source of knowledge of brands recalled 
3. Fax vendors awareness (simple recall test) 
4 The advertising media (newspapers read regularly) 
5. Phone shops visited in the past year 
(5. Relative importance of fax machine attributes and 
extended features 
•7. Machines features considered important 
Expected price of fax machine that meets respondent's 
specification. 
9 Number of fax machines in the company 
10 The brand, model, distributor and date of purchase of 
the fax machine used most often 
11 Post purchase satisfaction 
12 The number of fax machines the respondent intends to 
purchase. 
13 Tendency to buy the same brand 
The number of: persons involved in the purchase 
decision 
15 Who makes the purchase decision 
16 Cabegory of: I:.he industry of respondent's business 
17 Number of employees 
5U 




The quest.onnaxres received were analysed by a computer 
program. Simple percentages and cross tabulations w.re 
calculated. The results were tabled and analysed as follows"： 
Q1 Brand awareness 
Recall Rate 
Panasonic At. o oo / 
(percent respondents ) 
Canon 40 3 4 % 
Toshiba 3 9 23% 
Ricoh 38 32% 
NEC 36 31% 
Sanyo 16 14% 
Sharp 15 JL3% 
Hitachi 丄丄 
Rank Xerox 9 
Mitsubishi 4 3.4% 
Murata 4 3.4% 
Ok土 3 2 . 5 % 
Sony 3 2.5% 
Minolta 3 2 5% 
Konica 2 1 "7% 
Phil1ips 2 1 7 % 
Others 4 3.4% 
Valid R e s p o n d i n v ^ J ^ R e s j o o j ^ T o t a l _ R ^ o n s e 
1 1 8 5 丄 2 3 — — 
5丄 
The data show that Panasonic, Canon, Toshiba, Ricoh & NEC 
are the top 5 best known brands in the market. Possible 
reasons are (1) they are heavy advertisers ^ xn the past 
several years (see table 14) (2) Panafax and Toshiba have 
rising market shares :i.11 190 9 . 
Q2 Why do thes brands come to your mind ？ 
R 邮 F r e q u e n c y Percent Respondents 
They advertise a lot 55 46% 
Referred by friends 45 38毛 
Their salespeople call 40 34场 
Received mail information 38 32% 
Visit their booth at a 28 24% 
trade show 
Others (mainly：Used before) 21 
Invalid Response Total Resoon.cP 
119 4 123 
Questionnaire data show that the most effective methods 
of reaching (informing) the customers are (1) advertising 
(46%) (2) customers referral (38%), and (3) sales call 
(34%). Mailing and trade show are slightly less effective. 
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Q3 Distributors awareness 
二 Frequency Recall Ra.te 
Gilman Office Machines 39 (Percent 
Chevalier q “ 
Responden ts ) 
C S L 
3 4 % 
Jardine Office Systems 21 22% 
Shun Hing Technology Co Ltd 16 
Office Appliance Co Ltd 6 
Rank Xerox 6 ^o. 
Cable Sc Wireless Systems 3 3毛 
Dodwel1 3 
Repromac 3 ^^ 
Arnhold 2 
Minolta 2 
Sharp Roxy 2 2义 
Tricom 2 2% 
Phonemate 2 2务 
Others 7 7% 
Valid Response Total Respons^e 
12 109 
The hxghor number oi: invalid responses in Lhe d . s 1: r i bu t:o r 
recall test incUcates that customers in general are less a w a r . 
of distributors than with the names of the brands they sell. 
One important reason is that all the famous brands are 
well-known manufacturers who advertise a lot. 
Chevalier (40%), Gilrnan (40%) , CSL (34%) and Jardine . 
(22%) enjoy the highest recall rate. The Chevalier Group 
actually comprises of 3 companies selling fax machines ： the 
Chevalier Business Machines, the Chevalier (OA) and the 
Chevalier (Telecom). The recall rate is the sum total of the 
three. 
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Q4 Nerwspapers read regularly 
.. Firs 匕 Second 
： ^ ^ Recall Recall 
Orient^U daily News 59 (49.2%) 27 (22.5%) 22 (18.3%) 
South China Morning Post 48 (40%) 22 (18.3%) 10 (8.3%) 
Sing Pao 4U (33%) 16 (13.3%) 14 ( n 7) 
Sing Dao Yat Pao 39 (32.3%) 16 (13.3%) 13 (10.8%) 
” … 3 2 ( 2 6 . 7 % ) 1 7 ( 1 4 . 2 % ) 7 ( 5 . 8 % ) 
Hong Kong Economic Journal 2 丄 5 (4.2%) 8 (6 .7令） 
Hong Kong Daily News 13 (10.8%) 6 ( 5 % ) 3 (2*5%) 
Hong Kong Standard 12 (10%) 1 (0.8%) 8 二 
Sun Pao 7 (5.8%) 1 (0.8%) 5 (4.2毛） 
Hong Kong Economic Times 5 (4.2%) 丄 （ 0 . 8 % ) 3 (2.5%) 
Asia Wail Street Journal 3 (2.5%) 2 (1.7%) q ^ 
Sing Tao Evening News 3 (2.5%) 0 ^ (U.8%) 
Tai Kung Pao 3 (2.5%) 0 9 ( i ? : ) 
E g r e s s 2 (1.7%) 1 (0.8%) l (0.8^^) 
Sheung Pao 2 (1.7%) 2 (1.7%) Q 
Wah Kiu Yat Pao 1 (0.8%) 0 丄 （ 0 . 8 % ) 
Valid R e s p o n d Invalid Response Total Resoon5.^ 
120 0 120 
The choice of advertising media depends on the c-usLorner 
readership. The data show that 49% of the respondents read 
Oriental Daily News, 4U% South China Morning Post, 33^ Sinq 
Pao, 32.3% Sing Dao Yat Pao and 26.7% Ming Pao. 
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Q5 nave you ever been to a phone shop ？ 
V 
i " 
处 a p 巨 Frequency Percent 
CSL 103 84% 
Tricom 2 1 丄 7 % 
Phonemate 丄 8 j_5% 
Others 12 10% 
Never 12 10% 
I l l v M i d _ R e s p o ^ Total Response 
123 0 ‘ 123 
Question 5 finds out that about 84% of the respondents 
visited CSL phone shops in the past year, 17% visited Trxcor. 
and 15% Phonemate. After CSL and CWS (Phonemate shops) were 
merged in Apr 90, the new company (HK Telecom CSL) have over 
30 phone shops throughout the territory. This q.ves the 
company excellent roach (advertxsxnc, ^ reta.I) xnto ,,, 
customers in Hong Kong. 
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Q6 Rating of relative importance of machine attributes 
V 
Average Rating Standard 
Attribute (5=very important) Deviation 
Quality of print image 4.58 1.02 
Product features & performance 4.40 1 . 1 7 
After sales service 4.38 0 79 
Reliability 4.28 0.57 
Price 3.86 1.12 
Style, appearance 3 . 4 3 丄 23 
Brand/distributor repute 3 . 4 1 0 , 8 9 
Valid Response Invalid Responsp Total Response 
123 0 123 
Datr二 1 on question 6 show that respondents stress print: 
quality, machine features & performance, after-sale service 
and reliability before price consideration. It suggests that 
vendors should improve product and service qualiCy as n lonq 
term strategy instead of only cutting the price. 
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Q7 Machine features considered essential 
i-
Features Frequency Percent Respondents 
Successful transmission 89 72% 
marking 
One-touch auto-dialing 80 65% 
Automatic paper cutter 79 5 4 % 
Memory reception 77 63% 
Activity report 6 9 55% 
A3 paper transmission 48 3 9 % 
Serial Broadcasting 47 38% 
Plain paper operation 46 37% 
Half tone 4 3 
Answering machine 17 14% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
123 0 123 
Successful transmission marking, one-touch autodia1ing, 
automatic paper cutter and memory operation are considered the 
most important machine features. These are all essential 
features for a mid-end fax machine, which addresses the 
largest market segment (in number) at present. Half tone 
transmission is not considered important by the respondents, 
probably because very few people need to transmit photos 
through fax at this moment of time. However machines without 
this feature may not be sellable because (1) people would 
still demand it even 匕 h o u g h they seldom use it (2) many 
models already have it 
2 9 
Q8 Expected price 
Expected price Frequency 
< 3,000 2 
3,000 - 5,000 5 Low 
5,000 - 7,000 9 End 
7,000 - 9,000 14 
9,000 -11,000 30 Middle 





21,000-23,000 0 High 




> 30,000 3 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
117 0 117 
The relative size of the different market segments are ： 
Low-end (< HK$7K) Mid-end (HK$7K-15K) Hi-end (>HK$15K) 
14% 64% 22% 
The above figures must be qualified by the fact that (1) 
personal fax machines are not included in the survey (2) 
prices are likely to fall under keen competition. 
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Q9 How many fax machines are there in your company ？ 
Mo of Units Frequency Percent Respondents 
1 80 65.5% I ‘ 
2 2 4 丄 
3 8 6.6% 
4 10 8.2% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
122 0 122 
QIO Date of purchase 
Year Frequency Percent Respondents 
< 1986 B 8% 
1986 6 6% 
1987 20 20% 
1988 38 38% 
1989 29 29% 
< 1990 Feb 3 3% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
100 1 一 
Age and Usage of Fax Machines 
As most companies in Hong Kong are small (also see Q17) 
in size, most of them employ only a single fax machine (6b%), 
or 2 fax machines (20%). The present structure and usage 
pattern of firms in Hong Kong not only suggest the types of 
demand vendors face, but also point to the potential of 
additional machine market as the companies expand. On 七 h e 
other hand, because most fax machines in Hong Kortg are G3 
units less than. 5 years old, the replacement market is likely 
to be restricted. 
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Qll Post purchase satisfaction of major brands 
i. 
i ‘ 
Average Rating Standard 
B⑶nd (5=most satisfied) Deviation 
Hitachi 4.20 u.75 
Ricoh 3.94 0.62 
Canon 3.81 0.81 
NEC 3.78 0.63 
Mitsubishi 3.75 o.43 
Rank Xerox 3.67 0.47 
Panasonic 3.63 0.81 
Toshiba 3.56 0.6丄 
Murata 3.33 0.47 
Sanyo 3.1丄 0.87 
Overall average 3.68 0.75 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
119 0 119 
The overall average of 3.68 in Qll suggests a fairly high 
level of post purchase satisfaction. Hitachi, Ricoh and Canon 
enjoy the highest level of satisfaction while Murata and Sanyo 
the lowest. Figures for brands with too small a sample size 
are not computed. 
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Q12 How many fax machines the company intends to buy ？ 
Category of purchase Frequency Percent Respondents 
Additional, 1 unit 18 14. 
Additional, 2 units 3 2.5% 
Replacement, 1 unit 7 5.8% 
Will buy none 93 76.8% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
1 2 1 0 丄 2 1 
Q:L2 suggests a potential of 24 add-on machines and 7 
replacement machines out of 121 respondents. Projecting into 
the 70,000 companies in the faxline directory, it represents 
about 13,884 add-on and 4,050 replacement units on average 
from fax user companies in the next 6 months. To tap this 
market, vendors should strive to secure the loyalty of their 
existing customers. Demand from first time users, on the 
other hand, depends on the formation of new companies and 
their readiness to employ facsimile. 
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Qi3 Tendency to Buy the Same Brand 
( 
t ‘ 
Average Rating Standard 
(l=verv likely) Deviation 
Ricoh 2.00 0.92 
Canon 2.27 丄 . 1 2 
NEC 2.33 1.25 
Mitsubishi 2.50 1.12 
Sanyo 2.50 1.23 
Hitachi 2.60 1.50 
Panasonic 2.71 I.45 
Toshiba 2.94 1.03 
Rank Xerox 3.33 1.70 
Murata 4.00 0.82 
Overall average 2.57 1.25 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
118 0 118 
The respondents to .Q13 indicate an overall average of 
2.57, which represents a medium tendency to switch to other 
brands of fax m^ichines, probably due to the low level of 
switching cost. Ricoh and Canon have the highest brand 
loyalty while Rank Xerox and Murata have the lowest. Although 
Panasonic and Toshiba enjoy large market shares and a high 
level of brand awareness, their brand loyalty may not be . 
sufficient to guarantee them successes in the add-on and 
replacement markets. 
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Q14 Purchase decision making profile 
(1 person or several people ？) 
J； 
Decision made by Frequency Percent Respondents 
One person 76 62% 
Several people 4 6 38% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
122 0 122 
Q15 Purchase decision making profile 
(who makes the decision ？) 
Title/Position Frequency Percent Respondents 
Directors/GM/CEO 70 57.9% 
Managers 59 48.8% 
Purchasing/Admin 14 11.6% 
Secretaries/clerks 13 1CK7% 
Finance 5 4.1% 
Others 1 U.8% 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
121 0 121 
Q14 shows that about 62% of the purchase decisions are 
made by one person only. Moreover the respondents to Q15 also 
indicate that top management (58%) and middle level managers 
(49%) participate in the purchase decisions, while the 
administration departments, secretaries, and clerks 22% 
together) only have a little authority. The result also 
agrees with the sai丄espeople, s observation that the secretaries 
and administration departments usually play the role of 
information collector while the middle and top management are 
the key decision makers. 
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Q16 Nature of business of respondent companies 
I 
. 丄 
Percent of Percent of All 
Business Category Respondents Companies in HK 
Trade, restaurant & hotels 37.8% 51 . 0 % 
Manufacturing 29.5 21.3% 
Finance, property & 17.2% n . 0 % 
business service 
Construction 6.5% 0.6% 
Transport, storage & 4.9% 2 . 3% 
Communication 
Community & personal 4 . 1 % 9.2% 
service 
Note 1 : Census & Statistics Dept, Monthly Digest of 
Statistics, Mar 90. 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
122 0 122 
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Q17 Number of employee employed in your company 
f 
\ ' 
Number of employees Frequency Pecent Respondents 
Less than 10 55 45% 
11 - 50 40 33% 
51 - 100 9 7% 
101 - 250 7 6% 
251 - 500 3 2% 
more than 500 9 7 % 
Valid Response Invalid Response Total Response 
122 0 122 
Q16 and Q17 show that a very high percentage of companies 
are in the manufacturing, trade, restaurant and hotel sectors, 
and have less than 50 employees. It must be noted that the 
results represent company fax users as the residential fax 
users are excluded from the survey. Q16 a丄so shows that the 
rates of adoption of fax machines are different for different 
business sectors. 
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C o n c l u s i o n 
丨： 
In summary, the survey not only provides a better 
understanding about the preference and behaviour of existing 
fax customers, but also reveals the potential demand of the 
add-on and the replacement market. 
About 17% of the respondents indicated that they intended 
to buy an additional fax machine and 6% to replace their 
existing ones within the next 6 months. Projecting into the 
70,000 fax using companies in Hong Kong, the result would 
suggest a very substantial market potential. 
Moreover, over 60% of the respondents expected a price 
range between HK$7,000 to HK$15 , 0 0 (j , the approximate price 
range of the middle end fax machines. This result is also 
consistent with the respondents' preference for fax machine 
product features, which are found to cluster around the middle 
end features. 
The suvey also indicated that although most respondents 
are fairly satisfied with their existing fax, they rated 
average in their tendency to buy the same brand. This 
suggests a fairly low level of brand loyalty among the 
existing user customers, probably due to the low level of 
brand switching cos匕. Vendors are therefore advised to ： 
1 build up their brand loyalty 
2 put efforts into the existing fax users in order to . 
tap the additional and replacement market 
3 try to induce switching to their own brand 
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CHAPTER V工工 ， 
I ‘ 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Facsimile Machine Markets 
The market: will be increasingly segregated into 3 
segments. The high end products will continue to have higher 
profit margins and address a more restricted market of 
corporate customers with special needs. The mid-end market 
will continue to be the largest segment of office users and 
the main contributor to sales revenue. The low end market has 
lower profit margins, but will gain importance in terms of 
quantity. Vendors for this segment require strong retail 
capability. The sales of personal and residential fax 
machines will gain sustained growth in the coming 3 to 5 
years. 
In Hong Kong, fax machines are increasingly used to speed 
communication and to reduce messenger activity. As the prices 
drop and features mature, it becomes economical for an 
executive or a secretary to have a separate fax machine in 
their office so that they can send messages in 'Virtual Real 
Time, mode either during or at the end of a conversation. The 
executive will have a personal fax number and the fax terminal 
will have a high level of security compared with an open 
office. A recent survey showed that nearly a quarter of all . 
executives send their own fax messages[7 J . 
[7] Datacom Services/HKT, ‘Facsimile', Apr 1989. 
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A futher development that will have substantial growth 
potential is the the extension of fax machines into the home. 
Initially these machines represent 'work from home' users and 
then the use of facsimile for social purposes will grow\ 
There are at least 3 factors supporting this development : 
1 The fax terminal can be used as a photocopier. 
2 The use of fax for information retrieval through Infofax 
service. This requires the fax terminal to operate in 
the 'poll' mode 
3 Some business organisations in Hong Kong have already 
allowed ordering by fax machines and the trend is 
expected to continue. 
A personal/residential fax machine can use a separate 
telephone line or it can make use of HKT's 'Duplex Ringing‘ 
feature (to be introduced @ end 丄 9 9 0 ) . Duplex ringing allows 
2 numbers to be allocated to a single telephone line with 
different ringing signals for each number. The fax terminal 
will only respond to long ringing bursts, so that short 
ringing bursts can be used for ringing the telephone on voice 
calls. The duplex feature allows fax terminals and telephones 
to be readily connected in parallel without special equipment, 
and some fax machines already have built-in handset. It is 
therefore ideally suited to the residential environment since 
the duplex service can be implemented without a site visit 
from the HKT. 
According to Datacom Services, about 2,000 home faxlines 
were installed (and registered) at end Mar 90, and new lines 
are being installed at the rate of about 150 lines/month. HKT 
is currently filing a tariff with the regulatory authority for 
the duplex ringing service. The rate is cheaper than the sum 
of two residential lines but more expensive than one. 
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Business Opportunities for Hong Kong 
{ 
Resales of Excess Long Distance Bandwidth 
Product : Long distance bandwidth (in the form of lower long 
distance telephone bills) 
Customers : Customers who have to make long distance fax calls 
Provider : Assume a company (company A) with : 
1 an existing long distance lease circuit (for voice, fax 
etc) that is under utilised 
2 an intelligent fax machine for bulk usage with the 
following features : 
a Large memory 
b Super high speed transmission 
c remote broadcast 
d transmission record 
The company can resell its excess bandwidth (Fig 10) to 
the public through the HKT datafax service and the telephone 
network : 
1 The chiller customer can send his (long distance) fax 
message either through the Datafax service (text message 
only) or through the PSTN (telephone network) to company 
A‘s bulk usage fax terminal. 
2 Company A‘s fax terminal stores it into its memory and 
sends it out when the circuit is free. The transmission 
will be ‘ recorded by the fax machine and the customer 
will be billed accordingly. 
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PC Fax in an Automated Office 
Product : PC fax in a networked (LAN) environment, to be 
implemented as part of an automated office. 
Customers : Every office with a need for automation, as a rule 
of thumb, an office with more than 15 office 
workers 
Provider : Vendor/manufacturer of OA equipment 
A suitable offer (Fig 11) of PC fax can become a trigger 
for the implementation of an automated office in Hong Kong. 
The PC fax can be implemented in 2 ways ： 
1 It can take the form of a fax card to be inserted 
into a PC 
2 Or a fax terminal with an OA interface can be connected 
to a computer. 
Almost every office has a need for word/graphic 
processing and fax communication. The current practice 
requires to print out the text/graphic message onto a document 
and then send it out through a fax terminal. Substantial 
saving in time and money can be achieved if we can store the 
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message electronically into a file and then send it out 
through a computer with a fax connection. This can be 
implemented through a PC fax card or through a f i x terminal 
with an OA interface. In addition, the fax computer can serve 
multiple users terminals through the use of a local area 
network (LAN). 
Incoming fax messages likewise can be stored into a file 
in the fax computer and then transferred to the correct user 
terminal via the same LAN. The user for which the message is 
destined can then choose to view it on screen, print it out, 
or to process it as he like, resulting in substantial saving 
in time, money and effort. The service can have a lot of 
options and substantial flexibility ： 
1 Flexible choice between fax and electronic mail calls 
2 Close user groups with short addresses 
Gilman Oiifice Machines recently markets a PC fax with LAN 
under the brand name Gammafax (see Append 10) with some of the 
features mentioned above. The concept rightly addresses the 
need of a big market and a suitable product will defiriiteiy 
attract rewarding patronage. 
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Personal Fax Machines 
As mentioned above, the personal fax machines are 
expected to appeal to a mass market of fax users it home and 
in the office. The market segments that can be identified at 
this moment include ： 
Segment Estimated Size 
Writers about 3,000 regular writers 
Lawyers about 2,000 solicitors 
Hotels about 27.00U rooms in a』丄 types of hotels 
Others eg. salesmen, business executives, 
professionals etc, difficult to estimate at 
this moment 
Writers have a need to send their copies to the press 
regularly. According to the Hong Kong Writers Association, 
they typically use the fax machine in the transmit mode and 
require only the bare essential functions. There are more 
than 3,000 persons in Hong Kong who write regularly. 
Lawyers in Hong Kong do not use fax machines as often as 
the writers, but their requirement are roughly similar. 
According to the Law Society of Hong Kong, there are about 
2,0(J0 plus solicitors practising in Hong Kong. 
Many hotels in the US are offering a fax transmission and 
reception service for their customers called Hotelcopy. As 
the prices of fax machines fail, it becomes economical'for a 
hotel to install a separate unit for each room. The fax 
niachine will then function both as a telephone and as a device 
for fax communication. According to the Hong Kong Monthly 
Digest of Statistics Mar 1990, there are over 27,000 hotel 
rooms in Hong Kong. The segment has a big sales potential. 
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A P P E N D I X 11 
J； 
i., 
LIST OF INTERVIEWEES 
The following persons were interviewed for this report ： 
吻 且 Title Telephone 
Denis Li Jarcline Office Systems Manager 5652U8丄 
Ltd 
Jansen Chung Shun Hing Technology Co Manager 8107777 
Ltd 
Andrei Lau Communication Services Product 8288316 
Ltd Manager 
Peter Siu Jimmy vicent General 5246817 
(Technology) Co Ltd Manager 
Wong Wai Leung Hong Kong Writers Chairman 6952174 
Association 
Chan Yiu Man Datacom Services/Hong Controller 8083247 
Kong Telephone 
Henry Yung The Office Appliance Deputy 8381333 
Co Ltd Gen. Manager 
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A P P E N D I X 11 
INTERVIEW RECORD WITH JARDINE OFFICE SYSTEMS; " 
Company Background 
Jardine Office Systems is a member of the Jardine 
Matheson Group markets a host of office equipment ranging from 
copiers, fax machines, PC and office automation systems. 
Although Its major business interest resides in Hong Kong, its 
activities also extend into 七 h e SE Asia and PRC. 
Products and Pricing 
JOS markets the Cannon series of fax machines as the sole 
agent in Hong Kong. The company claims to have the broadest 
product line among the competitors, with emphasis at the 
higher-end segment, which they manage to sell at a premium 
price. Due to increased customers knowledge, it is 
impractical to extract above-normal profit from the sales of 
fax paper, which restricts the company's ability to dump the 
market. Mr Li basically perceives their products to fall into 
4 distinguishable categories ： 
High Middle Low Personal 
Market Segment End 廻 触 纽 
Price (HK$) >25K 15-25K 8K-15K 
Model L92U(90K) 450(22K) 250(13K) 80 
(Laser) 
75(J(33K) 270(16K) 丄 : 2 0 ( 9 K ) 
Revenue 
Contribution < ,、 5 0 % > < 〈 5。吃 ^ 
2 9 
Service ： The company offers 1 year warranty of free service 
and maintenance service at HK$850/vear 
thereafter. Over 70% of i n s t a l l a t J n s joined ‘ 
their scheme. 
Promotion 
Sales Promotion : JOS does not rigorously pursue sales 
promotion devices as a means to promote 
sales because of dwindling profit margin. 
Advertising : Various channels are used, including TV, MTR 
signs, outdoor signs, buses, newspapers 
(Ming Pao, Sing Pao, SCMP). Ming Pao & Sing 
Pao togrther was said to be able to reach > 
6 m of their target customers . The budget 
is largely judgemental and varies according 
to the profit. Direct mail is also used 
with a success rate of around 1%. 
Theme : Reliable, heavy duty. pretigious. seek to 
reinforce the brand image of Cannon copier 
and camera. 
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D i s t r i b u t i o n 
；； t ‘ 
JOS only has one show room and no retail outlet. Dealers 
are appointed for their personal fax machines only. About 18 
salesmen are involved with the sales of fax machines to 
customers directly, and are divided up by territories. 
Remuneration package includes basic salary of around HK$7-8K, 
plus sales commission of 6% up. The average educaton levels 
of their salesmen are around F5-F7 and they are evaluated on 
an individual basis. An average saleman carries a quota of 
about HK$14U-18UK and earns about HK$10.000. a month. Methods 
of propectxng customers include follow up on inquiry, 
reference to company customers database and direct mail. 
Future Outlook 
Mr Li envisages the following in HK market ： 
Total market size : 2,000 - 3,000 units/month 
Replacement market : very small. < 10% of total 
Market for additional machine ： around 30% 
Direction of market development : towards the low end 
The fax machines market in HK had been growing from 85/86 
onward until Jun 89. The first month of 1990 witnessed an 
across-the-board decline in the sales of office systems of 
around 30% from the previous year. Mr Li envisages an 
uncertain demand for the middle end products, a dwindling 
profit margin for the low end and a growing demand for 







INTERVIEW RECORD WITH SHUN HING TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 
Company Background 
Shun Hing Technology Co Ltd was established in 1985 as a 
member of the Shun H.ng Group. It specialises in the 
marketing of National Panasonic Hi-Tech equipment and office 
automation systems in Hong Kong. The company started selling 
fax machines (Panafax) from @ 1980. They are marketed by the 
2nd department of its 1st Sales Division. 
Products and Pricing 
SHTCL sells its series of fax machines directly m Hong 
Kong by itself as well as through CSL. The company 
concentrates on the middle and the low end of the market which 
together account for more than 85% of its sales revenues. It 
does not market any laser and Group 4 fax machine up to the 
present moment, Mr Chung categorises the company's products 
into the following segments ： 
High Middle Low Personal 
Market Segment End End End Fax 
Price (HK$) >15K 10K-14K " ^ K 
Model UF640 UF260 UF140 KXF80B 
UF620 UF250 UF130 KXF120BH 
Revenue 010% 0^ 6 0% @ 30吃 > 
Contribution 
Quantity 040% < ^^  550. ^ 
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Service ： The company offers 1 year warranty of free service 
and maintenance service at 10% of 丄:j^st price per 
year thereafter. Maintenance contracts are 
promoted by reminder letters. 
Promotion 
Sales Promotion : Sales promotion devices are used sometimes, 
and are coordinated with advertising 
Advertising ： Major channeis used include newspaper, telex 
broadcast, MTR signs (for new products 
launch) etc. Advertisements may include 
agent name (CSL) where appropriate, at 
SHTCL's expense. 
Theme : Panafax is advertised as a part & extension 
of the Panasonic products. The strategy has 
the advantage of borrowing from the quality 
& reliable image of National products 
established through the years. 
Distribution 
SFITCL has very strong retail capability through its 2 
showrooms in Central and in TST and through CSL's 2 2 phone 
shops in Hong Kong. It has also appointed Broadway as its 
dealer for its persona丄 fax machines. 
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In addition, it has a sales force of about 15 persons, 
most of them with post-secondary education. . Each person 
carries a quota of about HK$600K to HK$lm per quatter. and i； 
remunerated by a package of basic salary and commission at y 
么 An average salesman earns about HK$8K per month, and up 
12K for a good salesman. Methods of prospecting customers 
include cold calls using the company's customer database 
(contains about 50.U00 records) and door-to-door sales. 
Future Outlook 
Mr Chung envisages the following ： 
Total market size ： 2,000 to 3,000 units per month 
At present about 5,000 to 6,000 
units per month are sold through 
HK, including re-export 
Replacement market ： < 20% of total 
The direction of market development will migrate towards 
2 ends. The low end market will proliferate in terms of 
quantity, but the price and profit margin will dwincUe. The 
high end market will aim at corporate users with special 
requirements. At present Group 4 machines sell at 
@HK$150,000/unit. 
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A P P E N D I X 4 
c 
t •‘ 
INTERVIEW RECORD WITH COMMUNICATION SERVICES LTD 
Company Background 
Communication Services Ltd is a member of 七 h e giant Hong 
Kong Telecommunications Ltd specialising in non-franchise 
telecomm business. Its major area of business interest 
resides in Hong Kong. 
Products and Pricing 
CSr^ roughly sells the same line of fax products as SHTCL and 
Mr Lau basically perceives low end and personal fax machines 
as one market segment. The company does not market any Group 
4 or laser fax machine at this moment ： 
High Middle Low End and 
Market Segment _End ErLd Personal Fax 
Price (HK$) >-15K 10K-15K <8K 
Model UF640($28K) UF260($丄4K) UF140($7.5K) 
UF620($22K) UF250($11K) UF130($6K) 
KX-F120BH($8K) 
Revenue 10% 45% 4 5 % 
Contribution 
Quantity 5% 35% 60% 
8U 
Service : The company offers 1 year warranty of free service 
and maintenance service at 10% of li'^t price per 
year thereafter. Maintenance contracts are 
promoted by reminder letters and by the 
telecontracting department. 
Promotion 
Sales promotion : Sales promotion devices are seldom used. 
Advertising ： Newspapers include Shin Pao, Oriental Daily, 
& Shing Pao, which together would cover > 
60% of the target customers, according to 
agency recommendation. MTR signs are also 
used, but intermittently. Advertising 
budget is usually arrived at judgementally. 
Theme : CSL as a fax supplier, augmented by 
corporate advertising efforts. The 
association with HKT gives it very good 





CSL has very strong retail capability through its 22 
phone shops located throughout the territory, hence no 
additional dealer is appointed. Direct sales ability 
comprises of around 30 salesmen, divided up by industry as 
well as by territory, most of them with post-secondary 
education. Each salesman carries a quota of 3 U U, 0 0 (J 
(total) at a commission rate of 1%. Methods of propecting 
include contacts with existing customers and cold calls by the 
telemarketing department by referencing to the company' 
customer database ( > 100,000 records). 
Future Outlook 
Total market size ： 2,000 to 3,0U0 units per month 
Replacement market ： < 土 
Future direction will move towards the personal fax in 
terms of quantity. CSl 's strategy will focus on its retail 
capability and products in the low and middle ends. Group 4 
machines will not command significant revenues before 1992. 
A P P E N D I X 5 
Interview Record with Office Appliance Co Ltd 
Company Background 
The OAC started selling NEC fax machines in 1984 . It 
also distributes NEC key telephone systems, portable cellular 
mobile radio telephones and other office automation products 
and equipment. 
NEC has 3 dealers for its fax machines, the OAC, 
Chevalier Business Machines, and recently the Jeba 
Communications. Having adopted a multi-dealer strategy, NEC 
committed substantial expenditure in promoting and planning 
their business in HK. 
Product and Pricing 
NEC once supplied a full range of fax machines and 
succeeded in securing a market share of @ 20% in HK. It was 
also the number 1 spender in promotion and advertising from 
1988 to 1989. However as the low-end fax machine market 
evolves, NEC's market share declines steadily because it has 
no superior products for this segment. At present OAC 
continues to concentrate on the medium to high end market. 
Segment High-end Midd丄e-end Low-end Personal 
Price (HK$) > 18K lOK - 18K 6K - lOK @ 6K 
Model Nefax 400 Nefax 18 Nefax 2 Nefax 丄U 
25 14, SEX 
8 3 
Service ： The company offers delivery, installation, on-site 
customer training and one year warranty service 
i:or every fax machine sold. Theraft^r maintenance 
service is offered at around 丄 0 % of the machine's 
list price. About 65% of OAC customers join the 
scheme. Periodic preventive checks are carried 
out on machines under warranty and service 
contract to ensure smooth running. 
Promotion 
Sales Promotion : Occassionally sales promotion devices 丄 i k e 
lucky draw, free gift, garage sales and free 
South China Sea Cruise are employed. Road 
shows in MTR stations or in shopping centres 
with high potential exposure are sometimes 
conducted. Direct mailing and cold 
canvassing are also organised by the sales 
teams. 
Advertising : NEC (HK) is the major advertiser for their 
own product. The medium includes newspaper, 
Oriental Daily News, Ming Pao, Hong Kong 
Economic Times, SCMP, MTR sign boards, KCR 
stations and bus. Telex was also used up to 
early 1988. As most telex users are already 
equipped with fax machines, the method now• 
is not very effective. 
Theme : Nefax as a high end fax machine 
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Distribution and Pricing 
t ' ' 
OAC employs around 12 direct salesmen, most of them 
having F5 to F7 educations. The remuneration package has a 
relatively lower basic salary and higher commission rate (up 
to 6%). Methods of prospecting customers include handling 
incoming enquiries, cold canvassing, referrals from customers 
and direct mailing. Tricom, OAC's sister company under the 
First Pacific umbrella, supplies the retail channels for OAC‘s 
fax machines via its phone shops in HK 
Flexible pricing and pricing disrimination are practiced 
under stiff competition 
Future Outlook 
The year of 1989 is a bad year for fax machines sales 
because of the June 4 incident and the overstock dumping by 
individual vendors. Consequently most vendors have suffered 
from reduced market sizes, faltering prices and dwindling 
profit. A shift of emphasis towards the low end products (in 
terms of quantity) is taking place and recently low end models 
are selling at around HK$5,000+ per unit. 
Total market size : 2,000 to 3,000 units per month 
Replacement market ； around 15% of total 
Market for additional fax : roainly departmental fax 
The direction of market is towards the medium to high end 
for replacement and additional fax, and low end for most of 
the first time and persona丄 fax users 
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i 一 
INTERVIEW RECORD WITH JIMMY VICENT (TECHNOLOGY) CO LTD 
Company Background 
Jimmy Vicent (Technology) Co Ltd was founded some 15 years 
ago. It is a dealer in typewriters, calculators, and lap-top 
PC etc. It started to sell fax machines since 1984. 
Products and Services 
The company sells several brands of fax machines including 
Sharp, Cannon and Panasonic. It does not sell any laser fax 
or Group 4 machines. Mr Siu basically perceives the whole 
market as one single segment, to be addressed by one set of 
marketing strategies. However, feature-wise, fax machines can 
be divided into high, mid, and low ranges. Take the Sharp 
products as an example ： 
lLiak__End Mid/Low End 
Price (HK3) > 丄 O K < iqk 
Model BOO 550,. 420, 300 , 220 
(A3, i2sec) 
Revenue < 10% > 90% 
Contribution 




The company has 3 showrooms (Bond Centre, Manning Bldq, & 
Chung Ming BIdg). It has a sales force of around 20 salesmen, 
most of them with at least F5 education. Each salesman 
carries a quota of @HK$180,000 at a commission rate of 5吻一8%. 
An average salesman earns about HK$8,500 per month. Methods 
of propecting include direct mail and cold calls by using the 
company and externa丄 customers database. 
Future Outlook 
Total market size ： 2,000+ units per month, almost all 
of them are additional machines 
Although the sales in OA products in Jan 丄 9 9 0 dropped by 
about 30% across the industry as compared with the same period 
in 1989, Mr Siu basically is optimistic with 丄 9 9 0 and expects 
the market to improve later this year. The company wi丄丄 
continue to concentrate on the mid/low range products as the 
cash cow for its revenues. The market for personal fax 
machines will proliferate very soon in terms of quantity (at 
around 40% of installations) in the coming years. 
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INTERVIEW RECORD WITH HONG KONG WRITERS ASSOCIATION 
Interview with Mr Wong Wai Leung - Chairman 
Number of regular writers in HK : @ 300+ (Estimated) 
Present membership of HKWA ： @ 200+ Dec 1989 
Expected price of a personal fax ： @ HK$6,000. 
General Comment ‘ 
Most writers use fax machines to send their copy. They 
are • seldom used for receiving messages. Simple black and 
white transmission capability is more than enough for an 
average writer. 
The following features are considered essential ： 
Successful transmission marking 
One touch auto-dialing 
Simple, reliable & inexpensive 
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Q l m a n O f f i c e M a c h i n e s 
j^ammaFax® Computer Automated Facsimile 
i.inks Computers/PCs to Facsimile Machines : , 
•'roduct Sheet 
— .. - - _ 
T IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible com- — 
i iter equipped with GammaFax can 
3 nd documents to or from any Group . 
！ ： facsimile machine worldwide over ^ — 
indard dial-up telephone lines. No 
::csimile machine is required at the nrfTF?^ 
cation of the computer. J J i ^ Dial-urcJSnedions Group III Fax Machines 
With GammaFax yoL' can compose '^'^TMtiiiiiifc 〜、 __ 
1 xt or graphics with your favorite "C/AT with GamrnaFax 
i ord-processing applications program 
j id transmit them directly to a fax / ” 
‘ a c h i n e . T h e r e is n o ne '^d to p r i n t t h e PC with GamrnaFax 
Mes o u t a n d c a r r y t h e m to a fax ma- High-speed File Transfer 
i line for scanning and transmission. - . • - . - -. . . . 
II of the so f twa re n e e d e d is i n c l u d e d . 
• ^  r. , , Bene f i t s of U s i n a G a m r n a F a x 
J G a m m a r a x c a n r e c e i v e d o c u m e n t s ^ 
T u s e w i t h a p p l i c a t i o n s p r o g r a m s . • H o n g K o n g T e l e p h o n e C o m p a n y Ap- • Unp r e ceden t ed On-L ine Upda t e s allows 
II lammaFax turns over one million proved lor connection to the PSTN FaxLine you to instantly receive the latest software 
::I r o u p I I I f a c s i m i l e m a c h i n e s i n t o service. updates, fast and eHiciently. 
T i m o t e s c a n n e r s a n d p r i n t e r s for y o u r • Extens ive Third Par ty Product Com- • A d v a n c e d B a c k g r o u n d O p e r a t i o n allows 
Dmputer. patibility allows GtimmaFax to be easily the user to send and receive transmissions 
integrated into most PC compatible com- .‘.hile running other software applications 
u l l y P r o g r a m m a b l e outer systems. GamrnaFax will v/ork with a on the PC system. 
~ “ r 」 lorqe variety of printers, scanners, graph ics • Easy To Ins ta l l s ingle card fax modem , 
j d m m a F a x is e i t h e r m e n u - d r i v e n o r displays and software packages . occupy ing only one PC slot. 
o n t r o l l e d t h r o u g h p o w e r l u l a n d easy- • H i g h Q u a l i f y Pr int on the remote receiv- • Un l im i t e d Fax D o c u m e n t D i s t r i b u t i on 
> u s e c o m m a n d h i e s . A l l ol t he lea- ing lax mach ine . Fox messages trunsmilted system can be created using Telepowei•十 
J res of t he most p o w e r f u l fax ma- by GamrnaFax a nd received on remote lax (ponl end software and batch au tomat ion 
h i n e s a n d m o r e a r e a v a i l a b l e to y o u . mach ines ore 
r li^ser printer quality. routines gjvin<5 the user a complete com“ 
• Techn i c a l S uppo r t of the GcirnmaFnx rnunications tool. 
,C-to-FC F i l e T r a n s f e r products is avculoble by trainer harclw(ire 
.,,^ „ i " I cincl software enqinf^ ers. Custom cioplication 
Vith G a m r n a F a x i n s t a l l e d m t N ^ com- support is also ava i l ab le . ‘ 
)u ters , you c a n t r ans fe r a n y D O S t i le 
t speeds .n excess of 10,000 bils per G a m m a F a x C o m p a t i b i l i t y 
e c o n d w i th n o e r r o r s . • 
• For D i s p l a y i n g Rece i v ed Fax Fi les 
i a r d v / a r e a n d S o f t w a r e Display Adap tor C a r d s and Modes S-ipporled: 
， r- 1 . 1 I r\ac\c\ u^ Runs on any Monitor and Display card which support one of these modes: IBM C G A , 
- a ^ m a F a x is a h i g h - s p e e d 9 6 0 0 b p s 出 " E G A - A l l Modes . IBM V G A . Hercules Monochrome. M D S Gen i u s . Wyse-700. 
n o d e m c a p a b l e ot FC- lo-hax a n d PC- ^ „ . „ . 
Pi广 .. I .I • For Printinq Received Fax Files 
o - P C c o m m u n i c a t i o n s a l o n g w i th n . ‘ " 」 」 ‘ ’ - . . . . ,, .. rnnter Modes bupporteci: 
Dower lu l c o m m u m c a l i o n s ^ o ^ ^ 9-P!N Dot Matrix: IBM, Eoson, Ok ida ta . 24-PIN Dot Matrix: NEC P6, Toshiba P 321. 
t h e b o a r d ins ta l l s in a n y f u l l - l eng th Fujitsu-DL. LASER Printers: Hewlett Packard LaserJet Plus/II , C a n o n LBP-2, Xerox 4045. 
；lot a n d a t e l e p h o n e c a b l e is s i m p l y ]Loser Card, 
: o n n e c l e d d i r e c t l y to the b o a r d by a • p^^ S c a n n i n g Fax Fi les 
n o d u l a r c o n n e c t o r . Scanners Suppor ted : . 
Canon IX-12, Hewlett Packord ScanJet, J Laser; DataCopy. Dest, MicroTek. Compuscan, 
PoKintir, FCod'.、k, Kurzv/eil (sccinnerc from DatoCopy onwnrd ore supported from 
third p«irty vendor). 
• For C o n v e r t i n g To a n d From Fax Forma t 
/ G r c i p h i f r n [nierlncos Supported: 
wijM M y • (Any Product Supporting These Filetypes Will Work) Input and Output: PC-P⑴ntbrusli 
1 ^(SA ^r PCX Fovn\i^[, Halo CUT Forriuil, Compressed TIF Formal, GamrndFcix. Stanciord Raster 
\ Fornidt. Output Only: AutoCAD PRP FornuU, Windows Printer Driver. RecidRight OCR 
^ Sollwc-iro (Fcix lo ASCII). GlenCom OCR Software. 
• So f twa re A v a i l a b l e In F o l l o w i n g L a n g u a g e s 
、"^ [inqlish, French, Span ish . Swedish, Italian, Finnish. 
• PTT A p p r o v a l s In The F o l l o w i n g Coun t r i es 
US八，ConocJcT, Uniled Kingdom, Finland, Australia, New Zealond, Isrool. Sweden, 1 loiu] 
KoriCL fjingapore. 
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The Hong Kong Telephone Co offers a host of services to 
facilitate and stimulate the employment of facsimile 
technology. A fax machine/service vendor should try to 
understand and monitor the services provided by the HKT in 
order to ： 
1 select the right product to sell 
2 avoid product obsolescence. 
3 identify possible business opportunities 
Fax Services Offered by the Hong Kong Telephone 
The following fax services are offered by HKT ： 
1 Faxline 100 directory service. 
2 Digital network support and special IDD access code 
3 Infofax 
4 FOLDS and Chekfax 







Every faxline 100 customer is entitled to receive a copy 
of the Hong Kong Telefax directory. It was first published m 
1985 and .is one of the most comprehensive in the world. The 
Sept 1988 issue contains more than 50,000 listings. The 
directory format generally follows CCITT Rec• F180 except that 
the group code is not included. There is an alphabetical 
section as well as a numerical section and for each fax 
number, a voice number is shown which designates a separate 
telephone near the fax terminal. 
The directory is generated directly from a computer 
database using electronic publishing techniques without 
typesetting or proofreading. The delay between database 
cut-off and directory distribution is less than 1 month. 
The Faxline directory is also available via the Datapak packet 
swiching network (NUA 4545-331 015) which allows access to 
both alphabetic and numeric listings from anywhere in the 
world. 
Network Support for Faxlines 
As all Faxlines are now connected to digital exchanges, 
all Faxlines users can now enjoy digital services like tone 
dialing, fast connection (via C7 signalling) and IDD password 
security control . 
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A further feature of Faxline lUO service is 七h^^ 
availability of special IDD access code 002, which allows the 
separation of voice and fax traffic. This feature permits 
optimum development of services, circuit f L i I i t i e s and 
traffic measurement to provide optimal performance for both 
voice and fax traffic . 
Infofax Information Retrieval Service 
This service requires the fax terminal to operate in the 
’poll, mode to allow the retrieval of information from a fax 
database. Infofax service allocates a telephone number for 
each item of information, which can be of one or more pages. 
The information is essentially in the 丨 p u b l i c domain, with no 
commercial value (see Append 9). The Infofax was introduced 
in Dec 87 and the initial service provides weather information 
from the Royal Observatory. The service directory is 
accessible (poll mode) on ： 
852 117 1111 within HK . 
852 117 1133 outside HK 
Fax On-line D.if^qnostic Service (FOLDS) and Chekfax 
folds is a simple and powerful diagnostic service which 
allows a comprehensive check of fax terminal and network 
operation. The service is operated by sendinq a sinqle paqe 
document to the FOLDS system, where it is stored and 
retransmitted back to the originating terminal. In addition 
to the retransrnxtted document, a test report is generated 
which provides information on transmission speed, network 
power and noise levels, and answerback format. The test 
report and the retransmitted document can also be used to 
identify scanner and printer problems. 
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FOLDS operates by returning a call to the number defined 
in the terminal answerback field, which is automatically 
transmitted by the calling fax terminal. Hence it is 
important for a fax terminal to have the correct ci:iTT format/ 
answerback in order to make use of the service. 
A simplified version of the FOLDS called Chekfax was also 
introduced by the HKT to allow end users to check their fax 
terminals on a regular basis when, for example, the paper roll 
is changed. Chekfax operates in the same way as FOLDS, by 
returning a transmitted test sheet and a report to the 
sender. However Chekfax uses layman terms in a narrative 
style rather than technical terms in the case of FOLDS. 
Multifax Broadcast Service 
The Multifax broadcast service offers a network-based 
alternative to fax-machine-based sequential broadcasting, and 
makes use of the parallel delivery of documents from a 
network-based computer facility. 
The caller accesses the service by using DTMF signals, to 
provide a user ID and an address code specifying a 
pre-registered list of addresses. The fax document is then 
transmitted once to the system, which will then automatically 
call the destination terminals with retry attempts if the 
terminal is busy. The initial service is configured for up to • 
15 parallel deliveries and up to 100 addresses on one address 
list. 
y7 
1 All transmissions are sent via HKT, and each recipient 
is credited with a rebate against the Faxline bill to 
cover the cost of paper. The credits are charged to the 
advertiser. I 
2 A transmission and answerback check are performed during 
the delivery of the advertisement, to identify possible 
network or terminal problems as a routine maintenance 
check. 
3 The frequency of advertising is limited and transmission 
is at night time only. 
4 Any customer may elect not to receive advertising 
materia1 
Letterfax 
This service is offered by Cable & Wireless (HK) Ltd (a 
member of HKT). It enables a telex subscriber to send text 
messages to any fax machine worldwide from a telex terminal by 
calling 129+. 
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M T _ _ F a x Services for the Future 
k 
i‘: •‘ 
Autofax - A delivery service with quality assured. 
Operator assisted service for remoted areas 
will a丄so be provided. 
Confirmed Delivery Service (Surefax) 
- A message confirmation service to improve the 
legal status of fax message. 
Homefax - A fax service for residential use. J t will be 
equipped with duplex ringing to support both 
fax and voice on the same line. 
Telefax - A service opens up a direct communication 
channel between Faxline customers and telex 
users. 
New Network Features 
- Call forwarding on no answer and on busy line, 
long term call forwarding, and hunting on no 
answer and on busy line. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON FAX MACHINES USAGE 
1 Please list the brands of FAX machines that come to your mind most readily : 
a b c 
2 Why do these brands come to your mind ？ Please check all that apply : 
— T h e y advertise a lot — Visit their booth at a trade show 
一 Their salespeople call 一 Received mail information 
— R e f e r r e d by friends — Other 
3 Please list the distributors of FAX machines that come to your mind first? 
a b c 
4 Which newspapers do you read, please list in order of most to least 
frequently read : 
a I don't read newspaper 
b 
c 
5 Have you ever been to a phone shop in the past year ？ -
CSL Shop Tricom Shop Phonemate Others Never 
6 Please rate the importance of the 
following attributes when you select least most 
a FAX machine (circle the suitable no) : important important 
Price 1 2 3 4 5 
Style, appearance； size 1 2 3 4 5 
Product features & performance 1 2 3 4 5 
Quality of print image 1 2 3 4 5 
Reliability 1 2 3 4 5 
Brand/distributor repute 1 2 3 4 5 
After sales service 1 2 3 4 5 
7 Please put a ‘ J ' against the features you considered essential : 
A3 paper transmission Automatic paper cutter 
Memory reception Activity report 
Serial Broadcasting One touch auto-dialing 
Plain paper operation Half tone (for color photo) 
Answering machine Successful transmission marking 
8 What would your company expect to pay to.get the FAX machine that fits your 
specifications most closely : about HK$ a unit 
Please Turn Over 
9 How many fax machines are there in your company ？ 
一 One 一 Two 一 Three 一 More than 3 一 Don't know 
10 For the fax machine that you use most in your company, what is the ： 
Manufacturer — _ _ Model D i s t r i b u t o r _ 
Purchase Date : Month Year 
11 Please rate your overall level of least most 
satisfaction with the FAX machine satisfied satisfied 
that you use most. 
1 2 3 4 5 
12 How many FAX machines does your company intend to buy in the next 6 months ？ 
new machines units for replacement — None 
13 How likely are you to buy the same very not likely 
brand as the FAX you currently use likely At 
most often ？ ^ 肌 a丄丄 
1 2 3 4 5 
14 In your company, is the decision to buy a FAX usually made mostly by : 
——One person Several people 
15 What positions are held by the persons who have major influence on the 
decision ？ 
Position Position 
Position ； Position 
16 Nature of business of your company : 
一 Manufacturing 一 Transport, Storage & Communication 
一 Construction 一 Financial & Business Services 
— T r a d e , Restaurant & Hotel — Community & Personal Services 
Others, please specify 
17 Number of staff employed in your company : 
；丨 . 
一Less than 10 一 11-50 一51-100 — 1 0 1 - 2 5 0 — 2 5 1 - 5 0 0 — M o r e than 500 
* 
Thank you for your cooperation. Please return the completed questionnaire in 
the envelope provided. The first 100 respondents will receive a souvenir. 
Please also kindly complete and return the address label attached. 
1.當選•圖文傳真機的時候，請閣下舉出心目中可選擇的牌子？ 
3 b C 
















款式’夕卜型，大小等等 1 9 i 1： ^ 
産品功能（例如自動撥號等等） 1 2 i 1 r 
印出圖文•凊析程度 i # • ， ， 
可舞性 t Z d 4 5 
牌子/供應商信譽及IZI碑 丨 $ 《 5 • 
餓售後服務 1 i i ^ ^ 
丄 2 3 4 5 
7- S青在閣下言忍為重要fl勺么専真;I幾功符g旁遥力口 《 V/ T 。 
一 - _ 動熙紙 ‘ 
— M 丨 J l ^ f —操作情況報告 
- f 态 S S -〒厂按紐S動•扱號 
—SisS- —中間色mn專送（彩色照片) 
—靈話逾曰— _ m m i m m m m 
‘ 請往下更 
8 • 在購買符•合彳尔們規格的 >[專真彳规時,貴公司预錄付出的價錢是 
HKS 一 部 。 
9 • 貴公司現在有多少咨W專真幾？ 
一 1台13 一 2咨 P 一 3台13 一多，i®3台丨5 _ 不 矢 D M 
10 .以閣下使用最多白勺一到専真機來sa ,言5f提{共以下資平斗： 
廠家名稱 型號 
分銷商 購買曰期 月 年 
1 1 . 閣 下 對 上 述 < 専 真 機 滿 意 : 到 被 麼 不?S5;甍 十分滿意 
程度？（請將適當數字圏上） 
1 2 3 4 5 
12.在未來六{固月内’閣下會否i•曾購或更換4專真機？ 
大約i曾購__音13 大約更換__吾[5 _ _ 不 會 
1 3 .如需要 f f簿買傳-真機，黃公司會 會 不會 
否選擇現時白勺片卑子？ 
. 1 2 3 4 5 
1 4 . 在 貴 公 司 褢 ， 選 購 傳 真 機 是 由 ： 
一 一人決定 —多人決定 
1 5 . 在 貴 公 司 恶 ， 誰 人 自 巨 4 乍 出 選 j 畢 I 婢 子 的 決 定 ？ 
m^i^ 
UliH 立 iftiH 立 
16.關方$貴公司的一般資將h 
經營類另丨J ： m m m 蓮$命，倉庫及通訊 
_ m s & ' m m m __金商虫-丄也；^及商業月sa*务 
_貿易，餐食宫及、？酉店 __社圃及個人月艮務 
： _其他，請詳述 
1 7 . 員 工 人 數 ： 
— 少 方 $ 1 0 — 11-50 — 51-100 — 101-250 ！ 
— 2 5 1 - 5 0 0 — 多 過 500 
§青丨降填妥問卷月那付上7之回giHHs:封盡速寄-回。 
為脑I表B射遠:，-歐一―亩名回極者我>(『••]將-蒂」二名己；念品乙、分。t潘在1附 
J二的松4丨丨占上，J:典妥回iUPil也J止，以、舒-匕，多！^射合竹^ 
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